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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate a new combinatorial object describing the structure 
of a simple polygon and compare it to other well-known objects such as the internal and external 
visibility graphs, the convex hull and the order type of the vertex set. We call the new object 
the strrhhin~l 67fi~~crtion. In fact, we define three variations of the stabbing information. strong. 
weak and labelled, and explore the relationships among them. The main result of the paper is 
that strong stabbing information is sufficient to recover the convex hull. the internal and external 
visibility graphs and to determine which vertices are reflex and it is not sufficient to recover the 
order type of the vertex set. We also show that the labelled stabbing information is equivalent to 
the order type. We give algorithms for computing each of these new structures. 0 1999 Else\sict 
Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
A simple polygon in the plane typically is represented by means of an ordered list of 
the real-valued coordinates of its vertices. Although such a representation completely 
describes the polygon it may not be convenient to store and manipulate. Alternatively 
then, we may wish to compute and store only that combinatorial information about the 
polygon required for a particular application. Three well known combinatorial objects 
defined for simple polygons are the convex hull, the internal visibility graph and the 
external visibility graph. 
Now suppose that we are given a combinatorial object. We ask whether there is a 
simple polygon which realizes it and we would like to actually construct such a poly- 
gon if it exists. This is quite straightforward in the case of the convex hull! However. 
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Fig. I. Two polygons with the same reflex vertices, internal and external visibility graphs but different convex 
hulls [S]. 
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Fig. 2. Two polygons with the same internal and external visibility graphs and convex hulls but different 
reflex vertices; consider vertex 8. 
in the case of visibility graphs these realizability problems are open and appear difficult. 
A simpler problem might be the following: given one (or several) of these combina- 
torial objects recover the remaining ones. For example, given the visibility graph of a 
simple polygon determine which vertices lie on the convex hull. In fact, this problem 
has been solved: the convex hull cannot be recovered from the visibility graph [5]. 
In this paper we explore such relationships among several well-known combinatorial 
objects. We start with the following four objects: the convex hull, the internal visibility 
graph, the external visibility graph, and a list of the reflex vertices. We first note that 
any three of these taken together is not sufficient to recover the fourth; see Figs. l- 
4. Thus each object gives some new information about the combinatorial structure of 
the polygon. It is somewhat cumbersome to store and manipulate these four objects 
independently; it would be nice to have all of this information together in one unified 
structure. 
The order type provides a concise description of the combinatorial structure of a point 
set. Two sets of labelled points are said to have the same order type if corresponding 
triples of points are similarly oriented. The order type of a simple polygon is the order 
type of its vertices. As we shall see later, the order type can serve as the unified 
Fig. 3 Two polygons with the same convex hull\, external visibility graphs and rcllex vcrticc\ but dlffercnt 
internal visibility graphs: consider {I, 3). 
2&4 2G4 
FIN. 4. Two polygons with the same convex hulls, internal visibility graphs. and rcilex vertices but diffcrcnt 
cxtemal visibility graphs: consider {I, 7). 
structure we are looking for; all of the four objects mentioned earlier, the convex hull, 
the internal and external visibility graphs, and the reflex’convex characterization of the 
vertices, can be recovered from the order type. However, as Fig. 5 shows, the converse 
is not true; the order type contains strictly more information than our four objects. 
We propose a new object called the .stabbiny ir$mnation of a simple polygon which 
contains strictly less information than the order type but all the information in the four 
basic objects. Consider the oriented line I,,, from vertex i to vertex ,j. Divide the line 
into three portions: the ray from vertex j forward, the segment [j, and the ray arriving 
at vertex i. Notice that {i,,j} is an edge in either the internal or the external visibility 
graph if no polygon edge intersects the segment ij. The idea of the new structure is to 
store, for each pair of vertices, i and j, the intersections that each of the three portions 
of I,., makes with the other edges of the polygon. Thus, we think of the line through 
a pair of vertices as a stabbing line of a set of line segments, in this case, a set of 
polygon edges. The new structure can be viewed as a generalization of the visibility 
graphs which only distinguish between zero and more than zero intersections on one 
of the three portions of the line. 
70 
Fig. 5. Two polygons with the same internal visibility graphs, external visibility graphs convex hulls and 
reflex vertices but different order types and different weak stabbing information; consider 12.1, 
We define three variants of the new object which differ from each other in the 
information about the intersections that is stored. The weak stabbing information stores, 
for each pair of vertices i and j, the number of intersections with each of the three 
portions of the line 1i.j. For example, for the polygon on the left in Fig. 5, for the pair 
(1,6) we store the ordered triple (0, l,l). In the strong stabbing information we store 
the number of intersections from each of the two chains joining the two vertices. In our 
example, for (1,6), we store two ordered triples, (O,O, 1) representing intersections from 
the chain (1,2,..., 6) and (0, 1,O) representing intersections from the chain (6,7,. . 1). 
The labelled stabbing information consists of a list of the edges that intersect each 
portion of the line sot-ted as they occur on the line. So for the pair (2,6) no edge 
intersects the ray arriving at vertex 2, edges (0, 1) and {0,7} intersect segment (2,6) 
in that order, and edge {4,5} intersects the ray leaving vertex 6. 
Figs. 5-7 show that these structures along with the four basic objects form a strict 
hierarchy. Fig. 5 shows that weak stabbing information is not determined by the internal 
visibility graph, the external visibility graph, the convex hull and the list of reflex 
vertices. Fig. 6 shows that strong stabbing information is not determined by weak 
stabbing information. Fig. 7 shows that labelled stabbing information is not determined 
by strong stabbing information. 
On the other hand, it turns out (see Theorem 4.3), that the labelled stabbing in- 
formation is equivalent to the order type. It follows from their definitions that strong 
stabbing information can be obtained from labelled stabbing information and that weak 
stabbing information can be obtained from strong. We prove (see Theorem 4.2) that 
the four basic objects can be recovered from the strong stabbing information. In sum- 
mary then, the strong stabbing information is our unified structure that contains all the 
information of the four basic structures but strictly less than that contained in the order 
type. The reflex vertices and convex hull can be recovered from the weak stabbing 
information (see Lemma 4.1) but we have not been able to prove that the internal 
and external visibility graphs can be recovered from weak stabbing information and 
we leave this as an open problem. Finally, efficient algorithms for computing each of 
the new structures are presented in Section 5. 
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Fig. 6. Two polygons wth the same weak stabbing information but different strong stabbing informatlon. 
consider /I,?. 
6 
Fig. 7. Two polygons with the same strong stabbing information but different labelled stabbing information; 
consider /3,~. 
2. Definitions and background 
Let P be a simple polygon whose vertices { ~0,. . . z‘,~_ I} are in general position; that 
is, no three are collinear. When the meaning is clear we will refer to the vertices of a 
polygon by their indices. The vertices of the polygon are labelled in counterclockwise 
order; that is, the interior of the polygon lies to the left as its boundary is traversed. 
A vertex v, is called reflex if the interior angle zj,_ 1 z‘~L’,+I > 180; otherwise, it is conwx. 
The c’onvex /zuE of P is the boundary of the smallest convex set containing P and is 
represented as an ordered list of vertices. There are a host of algorithms which compute 
the convex hull of a simple polygon; see [9] for a linear time algorithm. 
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The internul (vertex) visibility yruph of polygon P is a graph whose vertices cor- 
respond to the vertices of P and whose edges correspond to internally visible vertices; 
that is, there is an edge between two vertices if the line segment connecting the corre- 
sponding polygon vertices does not intersect the exterior of P. The external visibility 
gruph is defined similarly except that graph edges correspond to pairs of polygon ver- 
tices that are externally visible; that is, the line segment connecting them does not 
intersect the interior of P. The boundary edges of P are included in both the interior 
and exterior visibility graphs. Notice that by knowing that the vertices are labelled in 
order, we always know the Hamiltonian circuit which describes the polygon boundary. 
An optimal algorithm exists for computing the internal visibility graph, see [8, 11; a 
slight modification gives an optimal algorithm for the external visibility graph. 
An ordered triple of noncollinear points (~1, ~2, ~3) has positive orientation if p3 
lies to the left of the oriented line through pl and p2 and it has negative orientation 
otherwise. Two sets of labelled points are said to have the same order type if corre- 
sponding triples of points are similarly oriented [7]. The order type of a polygon is the 
order type of its vertex set. It is easy to compute the order type of n points in time 
O(n3). Goodman and Pollack have shown that the order type of a point set can be 
encoded in O(n2) storage [6] and Edelsbrunner, O’Rourke and Seidel have shown how 
to compute this structure in O(n*) time [4]. This encoding has the drawback that we 
do not know how to recover the orientation of any particular triple in constant time. 
3. The stabbing information 
Recall that the vertices of a polygon are assumed to be labelled { UCJ, ~1,. . , I_+_ I} 
in counterclockwise order and that no three vertices are collinear. We denote by li,, 
the oriented line from U, to q. For this oriented line hi,j will denote the heud of the 
line, from t+ forward, bi,j the body of the line, between ~1, and ~1, and t;,, the tuil of 
the line, arriving at L’i. The set of polygon edges properly intersecting h;,j is denoted 
H;,i, the set intersecting bi,j is denoted B;,j and the set intersecting ti,i is denoted I”;.,. 
Notice that u; and v, are not in any of Hi,,, B,, j and T;,, 
The labelled stubbing injtirmation consists of, for each ordered pair of vertices 
(vi, q), ordered lists of the elements of Hi,,, B,,,i and Tj., sorted as their intersections 
occur on l,,,i. Notice that if xy intersects I,., we do not know if x is to the left or 
to the right of l,,j. The weak stubbing informution consists of, for each ordered pair 
of vertices (v;, v, ), the ordered triple of integers JH,,, 1, JBi,i 1 and ) z,j). The boundary 
of a polygon from zi; to vi is called the left chain from ui to U, if the interior of the 
polygon lies to the right as the boundary is traversed from U, to c,; otherwise, it is 
called the right chain. Now LH;,j is the set of edges from the left chain intersecting 
hi,i; the other sets RH;,i, LB,,,, RBi,j, Lc,i, RT.j are defined similarly. The strong 
stubbing informution is obtained from the weak by classifying each of lHj,il, IB;.jl and 
IT,,,1 into lLH;2ij, IRHr,j(, IL&~], IRB,,,/, IL&,il, W,,,l. 
4. Main results 
In this section we prove the main results. 
Proof. First notice that vertex i is reflex if and only if lH,_,.,l is odd. For the comcx 
hull we determine which pairs of vertices form edges of the convex hull. then the 
correct ordering of these vertices is easily obtained. If {i.,j} is on the convex hull then 
17;,,1 = lN,,J = lB,,,l =O. If such an edge {i,j} is a polygon edge (i=i + 1 ) then this 
condition is sufficient. If such an edge {i, j} is a nonpolygon edge then either (i. j) 
is an internal diagonal whose extension does not intersect the polygon or it i\ on the 
convex hull and is an edge of the external visibility graph. The latter case happens it‘ 
and only if one of the two chains between i and j is strictly interior to the hull. i.c. 
it is a pocket. Such a chain has the property that a ray from a point .Y on the hull to 
a point j’ interior to the hull on the open chain must intersect the polygon boundal-\ 
in at least one other point z (b ecause it must eventually again become cxtcrior to the 
hull). And so H,,k is nonempty. 0 
Proof. That the convex hull and the reflex vertices can be determined follows tiom 
the previous lemma. To determine the internal and external visibility graphs first notice 
that a pair { i.,j} is not an edge in either visibility graph if some polygon edge intersects 
h,.,; that is, lB,,,l f 0. The hard part then is to distinguish between nonpolygon edges 
that are in the external visibility graph from those that are in the internal visibility 
graph. To organize the proof we classify vertex i with respect to I,., as being one of‘ 
the tight types shown in Fig. 8 depending on whether i ~ I and i - I lie abo\.c OI 
below I,,, and whether i is convex or reflex. Similarly WC classify vertex j. Assume 
that I,,, is horizontal and that i is to the left of ,j. Notice that if { i.,j} is an edge ot 
the internal visibility graph then i is of type 4. 5. 6 or 7 and j is of type 3. 5, 6 OI 
8 and if { i.,j} is an edge of the external visibility graph then i is of type I. 2, 3 ok 
8 and j is of type I. 2, 4 or 7. Thus, if we could determine the type of each \ertcx 
then we could distinguish between the internal and external visibility edges. 
The proof is now divided into four cases depending on the parity of 1 T,,,l and ip_,N. 
(Recall that that IB,,,~ ~0.) Notice that these parities depend only on the types 01‘ i 
and j. The table in Fig. 9 summarizes the possibilities. We will assume that thr: rcllcu 
v&ices have been determined. In each case and sub-case below we assume that none 
of the previous cases or sub-cases holds. 
C’~/.S(, I : i T,, I ( and /H,,, / are both even. Fig. IO illustrates the possibilities. 
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Fig. 8. The eight types of vertices. Line l;,i is assumed horizontal and is indicated by a dashed line. 
i I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
j 
evedeven evedevea 
even/eve0 evedeven 
odd/even oddleverl 
cvedevcn 
oddlevea 
oddken 
,- 
evdevcn 
odd/even - _ odd/even 
evedcdd 
even/odd 
cddld 
oddbdd 
evahdd 
cddladd 
cddlodd 
evedodd 
evdodd 
oddhdd 
odd/odd 
evdodd 
evenhdd 
evedodd 
oddhdd 
oddbdd 
evcdeva 
odcvevcn 
CddJeveo 
evenlevee 
Fig. 9. The parity of 1 T,,, 1 and IH,, ,I for each combination of vertex types. For example, the entry even/odd 
indicates that 1 Tl,jl is even and JHi,jl is odd. A ‘-’ in the table indicates that the combination is not possible 
when I&, I = 0. 
1. 
2. 
1. If one of i or j is retlex, then i and j are as in cases (i)-(iii) of the figure and 
{i,j} is an edge of the internal visibility graph. 
2. If lRZ,jl+ IRHiJ is odd then i + 1 and j - 1 lie on opposite sides of li,j as in (iv) 
and (v) of the figure. Then {i,j} is an edge of the external visibility graph. 
3. If IRc_r,,iI and ILHf,j_i I are both even then i and j are as in (viii) of the figure 
and {i,j} is internal. Otherwise i and j are as in (vi) or (vii) of the figure and 
{i,j} is external. 
Cuse 2: 1 Ti,J and IHi,il are both odd. Fig. 11 illustrates the possibilities. 
If i or j is convex then i and j are as in (i)-(iii) of the figure and {i,j} is an edge 
of the external visibility graph. 
If lLHl,j I + ILr,j I is odd then i + 1 and j - 1 are on opposite sides of li,, and i and 
j are as in (iv) or (v) of the figure. Then {i,j} is an edge of the internal visibility 
graph. 
(0 4.8 (ii) 7.3 (iii) 7.8 (iv) 1.2 
69 2,1 (vi) 1.1 (vii) 2.2 (viii) 4,3 
Fig IO. Case I. lr,,,l and IL/[,,1 are both even. The numbers below each ligure Indicate the type of I and j. 
respectively. The figures are abstract in nature and illustrate only the parity of /T,, I and IH,., 1. 
(0 3.4 ca 3.7 (iii) 8,4 (iv) 5,6 
Fig I I. Case 2. IT,,, / and IH,,, 1 arc both odd. The numbers below each figure Indicate the type of i :md 1. 
respectively. The figures are abstract in nature and illustrate only the parity of IT,,,1 and lM, (1 
3. If IRT;-L,I and ILT,+I,,I are both even then i and j are as in (vii) or (viii) of the 
figure and {i,j} is an edge of the internal visibility graph. Otherwise i and j arc 
as in (vi) of the figure and {i,,j} is an edge of the external visibility graph. 
CUSP 3: ( 7;. ,I is odd and /H;, , / IS even (or IT,,,1 is even and lH,.,I is odd). Fig. 12 
illustrates the possibilities. 
1. If i is convex then i and j are as in (i) and (ii) of the figure and {i, j) is an edge 
of the external visibility graph. 
0) 3,4 (ii) 3,7- (ii) 8.4 (iv) 5.6 
@ 
j i 62 j 
W 6.5 (vi) 8.7 (vii) 6.6 (viii) 5.5 
Fig. 12. Case 3. 1 i”,,,) is odd and lH,,,I is even. The numbers below each figure indicate the type of i and ,j 
respectively. The figures arc abstract in nature and illustrate only the parity of IT,_,1 and lHi_,i. 
2. If ,j is reflex then i and j are as in (iii) and (iv) of the figure and {i,j} is an edge 
of the internal visibility graph. 
3. If lR&_r.jl and JLK+r,il are both even then i and ,j are as in (vi) or (vii) of the 
figure and {i,,j} is an edge of the internal visibility graph. Otherwise i and j are as 
in (v) or (viii) of the figure and {i,j} is an edge of the external visibility graph. 
0 
Proof. Given the order type we show how to find the labelled stabbing information. 
Consider the ordered pair (i,,j). A polygon edge {x, y} (i, ,j , x and y distinct) intersects 
li,i if and only if (i,j,x) is a left-turn and (i,,j, ~1) is a right-turn or vice versa. Suppose 
the former. Such an edge intersects b,,, if (x, ~1, i) and (x, ,v,,j) have opposite orientation, 
hi,, if ,j is inside triangle i,x, >I, and t;., if i is inside triangle ,j,x, y. (A point p is inside 
a triangle a, h,c if (a, h, y), (h,~., p) and ( c, a, p) all have the same orientation.) Thus 
we can determine which edges intersect h,,,, h,, ,, and tjT, and it remains to determine 
the order of intersection. 
Let {x,y} and {u,P} be two edges intersecting 1i.i. Assume that (i,,j,x) and (i.,j,u) 
are left-turns and (i,,j,y) and (i,,j, a) are right-turns. If x is in triangle (J>,u, c’) or y 
is in triangle (x, U, I>) then {x, y} precedes {u, I%} if (z.. 11.x) is a left-turn. If u is in 
triangle (x, y, c) or L‘ is in triangle (x, y, U) then {x, J’} precedes {u, V} if (v. U,X) is a 
right-turn. Otherwise, {X,JJ} precedes {u,P} if (v,.x,u) is a right-turn. 
To prove the other direction we have to determine, for every i and ,j, the orientation 
of every other vertex k with respect to the oriented line I,.,. that is, whether k is to 
the left or to the right. The vertices i and j split the boundary of the polygon into 
two chains, denoted C and C’. When we say that one of the chains is completely 
determined. we mean that we know the orientation of every vertex in the chain. We 
consider three cases. 
GM I: 1 T,,, 1 > 0 (or (H,,jl >O). Let {li, k + I} be the first edge in T ,,,. Note that. 
since the interior of the polygon is to the left of the polygon edge {k, /\ + 1 }. we knou 
that k is to the left of I,, and k + 1 is to the right. From this we can determine the 
orientation of all the vertices in the chain C between i and ,j containing (k.E; + 1 } 
by walking along the chain and taking account of the intersections. Our task is to 
determine the orientation of the vertices in the complementary chain C’. There arc two 
subcases. 
Ctr.rc~ 1.1: ~B,,, =O/. First note that if ,j= i i I then we are done. Otherwise i and 
,j are nonconsecutive and visible, either internally or externally. If Ir,,,l is odd then 
the line segment between i and the last edge in r,., is inside (IN) the polygon and 
otherwise it is outside (OUT). From Theorem 4.2 we can determine whether i and j 
are internally (INT) or externally (EXT) visible. Now. if OUT and INT. or IN and 
EXT then i ~ I and i+ I are on opposite sides of I,,,; otherwise (IN and INT. or OUT 
and EXT) i - 1 and i $ I are on same side of I,,,. One of i ~ I and i 2 1 belongs 
to C’. and since we now know where it is we can determine the orientation of‘ the 
vertices in C’. 
CL/SCJ I .2: IB,,, >Ol. If C intersects h,~, then we also know whether the line segment 
between i and the first edge in Bi.1 is internal or external to the polygon. Thus wc 
can determine the orientation of i - 1 and i + I and of the vertices in c“. If C does 
not intersect h,, , , then there is some edge -(k. k + I } in C’ 1 B,,,. Then wc can apply 
Case 1 .I to the line li;.dtl and determine the relative orientation of i. j,k and I, + I. 
and hence the orientation of the vertices in C’. 
CL/SC 2: / T,,,l = IH,,,~ = lB;,,( = 0. If j = i - 1 then all other vertices lie to the right 
of I,.,. If ,j = i + I then all other vertices lie to the left of I,_,. Otherwise the vertices i 
and j are internally or externally visible and we can determine which by Theorem 4.2. 
If the visibility is internal then i + 1,. _. .,j - 1 are to the right of i,,, and j + I. _. . i ~ I 
are to the left. If it is external, then the whole polygon is on one side of I,,,. Take a 
third point k in the convex hull (we use Lemma 4.1): if k is between i and j when 
walking counterclockwise then the polygon is to right, otherwise it is to the left. 
Ctrscj 3: 1 r,,, / = IH,., 1 = 0, IBi,, 1 > 0. Take an edge {k, k + I} in B,,, Applying Case I. I 
to the line li.ici we can decide the orientation of i with respect to Ik,n+l. Let C be the 
chain between i and .j containing {k, X -+ I}, and Ict c” be the complementary chain. 
As before we know the orientation of all the vertices in C’. If C’o intersects h,,, then 
the same argument applies to C’. Otherwise C’ must be completely on one side of 
I,.,. Either C’ intersects tk,k+l or it intersects h~,~+~, and C’ has, respectively. the same 
orientation with respect to I,., as X- or li + 1. C 
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5. Algorithms 
In this section we describe algorithms for computing the stabbing information of a 
given polygon P on n vertices. We give an 0(n3) time algorithm for computing the 
labelled stabbing information, an 0(n2 logn) time algorithm for the strong stabbing 
information, an O(n2) time algorithm for the weak stabbing information. Note that the 
size of the representation of the labelled stabbing information described here is O(n3) 
and that of the weak and strong information is 0(n2). Thus the algorithm for the strong 
stabbing information is not optimal whereas the other two are. 
Denote by e; the polygon edge { Ui, u;+i } (subscript arithmetic mod n). Denote by 1, 
an oriented line through Ui. For this oriented line hi will denote the head of the line 
from v, forward, and t, the tail of the line, arriving at vi. 
To compute the labelled stabbing information we make use of the dual transform as 
defined in [3] which maps a point (a,b) to a nonvertical line given by the equation 
y = 2ax - b and vice versa. We call A(P) the arrangement of lines corresponding to 
the dual of the vertices of P. 
Algorithm LSI 
Input: A polygon P with vertices { ug, . . . , v,_ I} in counterclockwise order. 
Output: The labelled stabbing information of P. 
1. Construct the dual arrangement A(P). Let G be the graph corresponding to the 
l-skeleton of A(P) with infinite semilines deleted; that is the graph whose vertices 
correspond to line intersections and edges correspond to line segments. 
2. Pick any initial vertex st of G. This vertex corresponds to the line in primal 
space passing through two polygon vertices, say U, and vl. Compute the labelled 
stabbing information of (us, v!). 
3. Do a depth-first search transversal of G starting at st. During the first visit to a 
vertex ik compute the labelled stabbing information of (Vi, ok) from the labelled 
stabbing information corresponding to its parent in the depth-first search tree. 
Theorem 5.1. Algorithm LSI computes the labelled stubbing information of a polygon 
in optimal 0(n3) time. 
Proof. Step 1 can be done in O(n’) using the algorithm of Chazelle et. al. [2] or 
Edelsbrunner et al. [4]. Step 2, dominated by the sorting, is O(n log n). In Step 3 each 
of the O(n*) vertices are treated. The transition from a vertex, say ij, to its child in 
the depth-first search tree, say ik, corresponds, in the primal space, to a rotation of li,j 
to li,k around vi. Since ij and ik are neighbors in G, no vertex of P is encountered 
during this rotation. Hence only changes at e,- 1, ej, ek- 1, ek have to be considered (see 
Fig. 13). Since at most four insertions and/or deletions are required, the update can 
be done in O(log n) time. Thus the overall running time is O(n3), which is optimal, 
given the cubic size of the labelled stabbing information. 0 
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Fig. 13. When l,., is rotated around i to I,, A only the edges e, 1, e,. ek , and ei need to be updated 
The strong stabbing information can be computed using a line sweep in the dual 
space. Here we describe an algorithm in the primal space which performs a rotational 
sweep around each vertex in parallel. 
Algorithm SSI 
Input: A polygon P with vertices (~0,. . , c,,_ I} in countrrclock~t~ise order 
Output: Thr strong stabbing informatiorz of’ P. 
I. Compute and sort the slopes defined by every pair of vertices of the polygon. 
2. Consider a family of n parallel oriented lines, one through each of the vertices 
of P. We assume that no two points have the same abscissa, so we suppose that 
these lines are oriented vertically from north to south. 
At the head and at the tail of every line 1, we will maintain the set of edges 
they intersect, sorted according to the index of the edges, and not according to 
the order of intersection. Call these sets H;., and T,,,, respectively. 
3. Rotate the family of parallel lines 180’, stopping at every slope defined by a pair 
of vertices. At every stop ij do: 
3.1. 
3.2. 
Compute the strong stabbing information for line I,,, (and /,,,) from the 
index-sorted list of intersections of 1, and I,. 
Update the index-sorted list of intersections of I, and I!,, the only lines where 
a change occurs. 
Theorem 5.2. Algorithm SSI computtls the str-omg .rtuhhirug inforrnution of CI poi!yon 
in 0(n210g n) timr. 
Proof. Refer to Fig. 14. Notice that 
r,., = r,. 
H,,, = H,> 
B,,, 7 H,\H, = T,\T,. 
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Fig. 14. Updating the labclled stabbing graph. 
Since the lists are sorted by index the classification of the edges according to whether 
they belong to the left or to the right chain can be done in O(logn) by binary search. 
In a transition the sets c, Ti, H, and Hi can be updated using O(logn) time insertions 
and deletions, since only the edges e,_ 1, e;, ej_ 1, ej are involved. 
The three steps can be done in O(n* log n) time, giving an overall running time of 
O(n2 log fl). 0 
Of course the weak stabbing information can be easily obtained from the strong 
stabbing information; here we present an optimal 0(n2) time algorithm. 
Algorithm WSI 
Input: A polygon P dlz urrtices {CO,. . , u,,_ I} in counterclockwise order. 
Output: The izvuk stahhiny irzjbrmation qf’ P. 
Order the vertices according to their abscissa. The algorithm proceeds incremen- 
tally from left to right. For every vertex, we compute the weak stabbing structures 
determined by the given vertex and the vertices ut its left. 
For every vertex, sort the remaining vertices in polar order with respect to it. 
For the vertex (call it i) with the ith abscissa, start with the line with maximum 
negative slope (joining i and p) and rotate until all vertices to the left of i have 
been processed. 
3.1. 
3.2. 
For the first line, li,P, compute the intersections with the edges of P, IH;, ,,I, 
lB;, pl and 1 T;,,,l. Keep a witness for 1,_ ,,: the edge in B;,,, closer to i. If there 
is no edge in B,.p, we take the closer in Hi,,,. 
Update the weak stabbing information for I,,,, to that for li.k where k fol- 
lows j in the rotational sweep about i. The process for obtaining Bi.h and 
H;,k from the information at ii., differs from the process for obtaining T,,. 
XI 
Fig. 15. Updating IH;,a\ and IB,.i 1. The white urclcs indicate witnesxs. 
Fig. 15. Updating 17,. ,, 1. .A smglc rrep with three stops 
The reason is that between the two tails there can be vertices of the polygon, 
while 
3.2. I 
3.2.2 
this cannot be the case for the heads. 
f~‘pclirring fhc hnc[r* c~rzcl Irc~i. Using H,.;. B,,i and the witness in K,_,. 
we can compute the same data for [,,A. Actually, H,., + Bi_, is as 
H,J + B;,A, except possibly for differences at c,_ 1~ CJ,. e/, _., . ei which 
can be computed in constant time. The body edges which become 
head, or conversely, are exactly those of Bk.,, and these have already 
been counted. The witness at Bk,, tells which of the two possible 
changes has occurred (see Fig. 15). In general, the witness for B,.,, 
will be the same edge as for B;., unless it is one of P,_, , LJ,. cl, , s~‘i, 
which can be easily checked. 
Upckrtimg tlw fuil. To compute r;.~ from T,,, we stop at every inter- 
mediate vertex. Each step of this updating takes constant time. see 
Fig. 14. S 
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Theorem 5.3. Algorithm WSI computes the weak stabbing information of a polygon 
in optimal 0(n2) time. 
Proof. Step 1 is O(n log n) and Step 2 is O(n2). Step 3 is O(n) for every vertex, since, 
overall, we sweep counterclockwise from north to south. The total amount for Step 3 
is thus 0(n2), which is the dominating time of the algorithm and is optimal. 0 
6. Concluding remarks 
We can slightly weaken both the weak and strong stabbing information to record, 
for each portion of each line, whether there are zero, an odd number or a nonzero 
even number of crossings; the actual value of the number of crossings is never used 
in any of the proofs. We leave as an open problem to determine whether the internal 
and external visibility graphs can be recovered from the weak stabbing information. 
Recently, O’Rourke et al. [lo] have shown that this is not the case for the weakened 
form of stabbing information mentioned above. Another open problem would be to 
extend these results to permit collinear vertices. 
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